Call for Papers
Fourth Baltic Young PhD Conference on Learning in Networks
Collocated with the BaSoTI 2010 Summer School
August 20th and August 21st in Kaunas, Lithuania

BaSoTI is a Baltic Summer School Series in Technical Computer Science, held 2005 and 2006 in Vilnius, 2007 in Riga, 2008 and 2009 in Tartu and 2010 in Kaunas. Complementary to the Summer School, which addresses young Master students, a conference will take place as a collocated two-day scientific event, aimed at giving PhD students the possibility of gaining first conference experience.

BaSoTI 2010 will be held in Kaunas from August 13th to August 28th, 2010 at the Kaunas University of Technology, Faculty of Informatics. The conference will start on August 20th at 13:30, talks will take place until afternoon of August 21st. In the evening of August 21st there will be a alumni meeting and a social event together with the participants of the summer school. For the participants of the summer school, additional preconference tutorials are held in the morning of August 20th, to allow a smoother transition from the Master level to a research oriented PhD level.

The conference is open for submissions of researchers at all levels and from all countries. It is specifically directed at PhD researchers and collaborators of the BaSoTI cooperation.

Topic Areas
- Computer Networks and Network Management
- Wireless Networks
- Computer and Network Security
- Social Networking
- eLearning in Networks
- Privacy Issues in Digital and Social Networks

Submission
Please submit a paper (6 – 8 pages, English language) stating the main contributions of your work as well as key references. The accepted contributions will be published in a book of proceedings (with ISBN number) by the University of Rostock.

Submissions shall be made by email to petra.groeber@uni-rostock.de. Contributions must use LaTeX article style (DIN A4 paper setting) or the Word template available at the German Computing Society http://www.gi-ev.de/service/publikationen/gi-edition-lecture-notes-in-informatics-Ini-2005/autorenrichtlinien/ and must be handed in as PDF as well as in the original format.

Deadlines
July 5th, 2010 Submission of extended abstract
July 19th, 2010 Information to authors
September 6th, 2010 Camera Ready Version

Conference Fee 50 €

Additional Information
For questions on the scientific program, please contact clemens.cap@uni-rostock.de
For organisational questions and paper submission, contact petra.groeber@uni-rostock.de
For additional information, http://www.ief.uni-rostock.de/index.php?id=basoti_conf

Programme Committee
Prof. Dr. Andreas Ahrens (FH Wismar)  Prof. Dr. Clemens Cap (University of Rostock)
Prof. Egidijus Kazanavicius (Kaunas University of Technology) Dr.-Ing. Andreas Könsgen (University of Bremen)
Prof. Dr. Stephan Lukosch (Delft University of Technology) Prof. Dr. Alke Martens (University of Rostock, Chair)
Dr.-Ing. Thomas Mundt (University of Rostock) Dr.-Ing. Peter Sobe (University of Lübeck)